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Abstract
We construct reﬂection functors on categories of modules over deformed wreath products of
the preprojective algebra of a quiver. These functors give equivalences of categories associated
to generic parameters which are in the same orbit under the Weyl group action. We give
applications to the representation theory of symplectic reﬂection algebras of wreath product
groups.
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1. Introduction
Deformed preprojective algebras  associated to a quiver were introduced by
Crawley-Boevey and Holland [CBH]. A useful tool in their work is the reﬂection
functors, which gives an equivalence from the category of modules over  to the
category of modules over , when the parameters  and  are in the same orbit
under an action of the Weyl group of the quiver on the space of parameters. Recently,
in [GG], a one-parameter deformation An,, of the wreath product of  with Sn was
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constructed. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the construction of the reﬂection
functors to the algebras An,,.
Actually, we construct reﬂection functors Fi for the simple reﬂections si at vertices
i without edge-loop. The author does not know if compositions of the functors satisfy
the Weyl group relations. However, we prove in Theorem 5.1 that if ,  are generic,
then F 2i 1.
It is interesting that to each An,,-module V, there is a natural complex C•(V ),
depending on i, with the property that Fi(V ) = H 0(C•(V )). Assuming that  is generic
and  = 0, we prove Hr(C•(V )) = 0 for all r > 0, and hence obtain a ‘dimension
vector’ formula for Fi(V ).
When the quiver is afﬁne Dynkin of type ADE, there is a ﬁnite subgroup  ⊂ SL2(C)
associated to it by the McKay correspondence. Let n be the wreath product group
Snn. In [EG], Etingof and Ginzburg introduced the symplectic reﬂection algebras
Ht,k,c(n) attached to n. A Morita equivalence between the algebras An,, and
Ht,k,c(n) was constructed in [GG]; in the case n = 1, this was done in [CBH]. As a
consequence, we obtain reﬂection functors for the algebras Ht,k,c(n).
This paper is a step towards the classiﬁcation of the symplectic reﬂection algebras
of wreath product groups up to Morita equivalence. The reﬂection functors are deﬁned
when  = {1}. Let us mention that when  = {1} or Z/2Z, the algebras Ht,k,c(n)
are the rational Cherednik algebras of type A or B. In these cases, Morita equivalences
for the algebras were constructed in [BEG1] using shift functors, and a complete
classiﬁcation in type A (which corresponds to the afﬁne Dynkin quiver of type A0)
was proved in [BEG2] (for generic parameter).
We are interested in the representation theory of Ht,k,c(n) when the parameter t
is nonzero. When n = 1, there is no parameter k, and the ﬁnite dimensional sim-
ple modules of Ht,c() were classiﬁed in [CBH]. When n > 1, we have Ht,0,c(n) =
Ht,c()⊗nC[Sn]. Thus, there is also a classiﬁcation of ﬁnite dimensional simple mod-
ules of Ht,0,c(n).
In [M2] (which generalizes [EM]), Montarani found sufﬁcient conditions for the
existence of a deformation of a ﬁnite dimensional simple H1,0,c0(n)-module to a
H1,k,c0+c(n)-module for formal parameters k, c. The proofs in [EM,M2] are based
on homological arguments. We shall give a new proof by constructing the deforma-
tion using reﬂection functors. Moreover, using the reﬂection functors, we will show
that if a ﬁnite dimensional simple H1,0,c0(n)-module can be formally deformed to
a H1,k,c0+c(n)-module, then the conditions in [M2] must necessarily hold. We shall
also use the reﬂection functors to prove the existence of certain ﬂat families of ﬁnite
dimensional simple Ht,k,c(n)-modules (for complex parameters).
We expect that there will be other applications of the reﬂection functors.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will recall the deﬁnition of the
algebras An,,, and construct the reﬂection functors. In Sections 3 and 4, we give the
proofs of several identities required in the construction of the reﬂection functors. In
Section 5, we prove that the reﬂection functor is an equivalence of categories for generic
parameters. We also construct the complex C•(V ), and prove some other properties of
the reﬂection functors. In Section 6, we give the applications to the symplectic reﬂection
algebras for wreath products.
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2. Construction of the reﬂection functors
2.1. We ﬁrst recall some standard notions. Let k be a commutative ring with 1. We
shall work over k.
Let Q be a quiver, and denote by I the set of vertices of Q. The double Q of Q is
the quiver obtained from Q by adding a reverse edge
a∗
j → i for each edge ai → j in
Q. We let (a∗)∗ := a for any edge a ∈ Q. If ai → j is an edge in Q, we call t (a) := i
its tail, and h(a) := j its head. When t (a) = h(a), we say that a is an edge-loop.
The Ringel form of Q is the bilinear form on ZI deﬁned by
〈, 〉 :=
∑
i∈I
ii −
∑
a∈Q
t (a)h(a) where  = (i )i∈I ,  = (i )i∈I .
Let (, ) := 〈, 〉 + 〈, 〉 be its symmetrization. We write i ∈ ZI for the coordinate
vector corresponding to the vertex i ∈ I . If there is no edge-loop at the vertex i, then
there is a reﬂection si : ZI → ZI deﬁned by si() := − (, i )i . We call si a simple
reﬂection. The Weyl group W is the group of automorphisms of ZI generated by all
the simple reﬂections.
Let B := ⊕i∈I k, and E the free k-module with basis formed by the set of edges
{a ∈ Q}. Thus, E is naturally a B-bimodule and E = ⊕i,j∈I Ei,j , where Ei,j is
spanned by the edges a ∈ Q with h(a) = i and t (a) = j . The path algebra of Q is
kQ := TBE =⊕n0 T nBE, where T nBE = E⊗B · · · ⊗BE is the n-fold tensor product.
The trivial path for the vertex i is denoted by ei , an idempotent in B. For any element
 ∈ B, we will write  = ∑i∈I iei where i ∈ k. If w ∈ W ,  ∈ B and  ∈ ZI ,
then (w) ·  :=  · (w−1). The reﬂection ri : B → B dual to si is deﬁned by
(ri)j := j − (i , j )i .
2.2. In this subsection, we recall the deﬁnition of the algebra An,, from [GG, Deﬁ-
nition 1.2.3].
From now on, we ﬁx a positive integer n. Denote by Sn the permutation group of
[1, n] := {1, . . . , n}, and write sij ∈ Sn for the transposition i ↔ j . Let B := B⊗n.
For any  ∈ [1, n], deﬁne the B-bimodules
E := B⊗(−1)⊗E⊗B⊗(n−) and E :=
⊕
1n
E.
Given  ∈ [1, n], a ∈ kQ, and i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ In, we write
a
∣∣
i
for the element ei1⊗ · · ·⊗aei⊗ · · ·⊗ein ∈ TBE.
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We shall simply write
∣∣
i
for the element ei1⊗ · · ·⊗ein . If a ∈ Q and i = t (a), then
let
a(i) := (i′1, . . . , i′n) ∈ In where i′m =
{
im if m = ,
h(a) if m = .
Deﬁnition 2.1. For any  ∈ B and  ∈ k, deﬁne the B-algebra An,, to be the
quotient of TBEk[Sn] by the following relations.
(i) For any  ∈ [1, n] and i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ In:⎛⎝∑
a∈Q
[a, a∗] − 
⎞⎠

∣∣∣∣∣∣
i
= 
∑
{m=|im=i}
sm
∣∣∣∣∣∣
i
.
(ii) For any ,m ∈ [1, n] ( = m), a, b ∈ Q, and i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ In with i = t (a),
im = t (b):
a
∣∣
bm(i)
bm
∣∣
i
− bm
∣∣
a(i)
a
∣∣
i
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
sm
∣∣
i
if b ∈ Q and a = b∗,
−sm
∣∣
i
if a ∈ Q and b = a∗,
0 else .
If n = 1, there is no parameter , and A1, is the deformed preprojective algebra
. Observe that An,,0 = ⊗n k[Sn].
We shall denote by An,,-mod the category of left An,,-modules.
2.3. Let i be a vertex of Q such that there is no edge-loop at i. We shall deﬁne the
reﬂection functor
Fi :An,,-mod−→An,ri,-mod.
In the case n = 1, the reﬂection functors were constructed by Crawley-Boevey and
Holland [CBH, Theorem 5.1]. They were also constructed by Nakajima in the context
of quiver varieties, see [Na, Remark 3.20]. They are similar to (but not the same as)
the reﬂection functors of Bernstein et al. [BGP].
Let V be a An,,-module. We will ﬁrst deﬁne Fi(V ) as a Bk[Sn]-module.
Up to isomorphism, the algebra An,, does not depend on the orientation of Q, so
we may assume that i is a sink in Q; let
R := {a ∈ Q | h(a) = i}.
For any j = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ In, let
Vj :=
∣∣
j
V and (j) := {m ∈ [1, n] | jm = i}.
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For any D ⊆ (j), deﬁne
X (D) := the set of all maps  : D → R : m → (m).
Given  ∈ X (D), let
t (j , ) := (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ In where tm =
{
jm if m /∈ D,
t((m)) if m ∈ D.
Deﬁne
V (j,D) :=
⊕
∈X (D)
Vt(j,).
In particular, V (j,∅) = Vj . Write
j, : V (j,D)−→Vt(j,), j, : Vt(j,)−→V (j,D)
for the projection map and inclusion map, respectively.
If 	 ∈ Sn, then let 	(j) := (j	−1(1), . . . , j	−1(n)). We have (	(j)) = 	((j)). If
 ∈ X (D), then let 	() ∈ X (	(D)) be the map m → (	−1m). Let
	
∣∣
j
: V (j,D)−→V (	(j), 	(D)), 	∣∣
j
:=
∑
∈X (D)
	(j),	()	j,.
Suppose p ∈ D. We have a restriction map 
p : X (D) → X (D \ {p}). For each
 ∈ X (D), we have a composition of maps
V (j,D)
j,
 Vt(j,)
(p)p
∣∣∣
t (j ,)
 Vt(j,
p())
 
j,
p()
 V (j,D \ {p}) .
We also have a composition of maps
V (j,D \ {p})
j,
p()
 Vt(j,
p())
(p)∗p
∣∣∣
t (j ,
p())
 Vt(j,)

j,
 V (j,D) .
Deﬁne
j,p : V (j,D)−→V (j,D \ {p}), j,p :=
∑
∈X (D)
j,
p()(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)j,,
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and
j,p : V (j,D \ {p})−→V (j,D), j,p :=
∑
∈X (D)
j,(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
j,
p().
The maps j,p and j,p depend on D, but we suppress it from our notations.
We state here the following lemma which will be used later.
Lemma 2.2. For any p, q ∈ D (p = q), we have the following.
(i) 	(j),	(p)	
∣∣
j
= 	∣∣
j
j,p, and 	(j),	(p)	
∣∣
j
= 	∣∣
j
j,p.
(ii) j,pj,p = i + 
∑
m∈(j)\D
spm
∣∣
j
.
(iii) j,pj,q = j,qj,p − spq
∣∣
j
.
(iv) j,pj,q = j,qj,p, and j,pj,q = j,qj,p.
The proof of Lemma 2.2 will be given in Section 3. Let
Vj (D) :=
{ ⋂
p∈D Ker(j,p) if D = ∅,
Vj if D = ∅.
Let V ′j := Vj ((j)).
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let Fi(V ) := V ′ =⊕j∈In V ′j as a Bk[Sn]-module.
2.4. The proofs of Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of this subsection will be given in Section
3. The proof of Proposition 2.7 of this subsection will be given in Section 4.
Given any  ∈ [1, n], a ∈ Q, and j = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ In with j = t (a), we shall
deﬁne a map a′
∣∣
j
: V ′j → V ′a(j). There are three cases.
Case (I), h(a), t (a) = i: Then  /∈ (j) = (a(j)).
Let D ⊂ (j). For any  ∈ X (D), we have a composition of maps
V (j,D)
j,
 Vt(j,)
a
∣∣∣
t (j ,)
 Vt(a(j),)
 
a(j),
 V
(
a(j),D) .
Deﬁne
a
∣∣
j,D
: V (j,D)−→V (a(j),D), a∣∣j,D := ∑
∈X (D)
a(j),a
∣∣
t (j ,)j,.
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Let a′
∣∣
j
:= a
∣∣
j,(j).
Lemma 2.4. (i) If p ∈ D, then a(j),pa
∣∣
j,D
= a
∣∣
j,D\{p}j,p.
(ii) If p /∈ D, then a(j),pa
∣∣
j,D
= a
∣∣
j,D∪{p}j,p.
It follows from Lemma 2.4(i) that a′
∣∣
j
deﬁned in Case (I) sends V ′j into V ′a(j).
Case (II), t (a) = i: Then  ∈ (j) and (a(j)) = (j) \ {}.
Suppose  ∈ D ⊂ (j). For any r ∈ R, we have an injective map
r,,D : X (D \ {}) ↪→ X (D) :  → r,,D(),
where
r,,D()(m) :=
{
(m) if m ∈ D \ {},
r if m = .
Since t (j , r,,D()) = t (r∗ (j), ), there is a projection map
!r,,j ,D : V (j,D)−→V (r∗ (j),D \ {}), !r,,j ,D :=
∑
∈X (D\{})
r∗ (j),j,r,,D(),
and an inclusion map
r,,j ,D ! : V (r
∗
 (j),D \ {})−→V (j,D), r,,j ,D ! :=
∑
∈X (D\{})
j,r,,D()r∗ (j),.
Let a′
∣∣
j
:= !
a∗,,j ,(j).
Lemma 2.5. (i) ∑r∈R r,,j ,D !!r,,j ,D = 1.
(ii) If p ∈ D \ {}, then
r∗ (j),p
!
r,,j ,D = !r,,j ,D\{p}j,p and j,pr,,j ,D ! = r,,j ,D\{p}!r∗ (j),p.
(iii) If p /∈ D, then
r∗ (j),p
!
r,,j ,D = !r,,j ,D∪{p}j,p and j,pr,,j ,D ! = r,,j ,D∪{p}!r∗ (j),p.
It follows from Lemma 2.5(ii) that a′
∣∣
j
deﬁned in Case (II) sends V ′j into V ′a(j).
Case (III), h(a) = i: Then  /∈ (j), and (a(j)) = (j) ∪ {}.
Let D ⊂ (j). We have the inclusion map
a,,a(j),D∪{}! : V (j,D)−→V (a(j),D ∪ {}).
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Deﬁne
a,,j,D : V (j,D)−→V (a(j),D ∪ {})
by
a,,j,D :=
(
−i + a(j),a(j), + 
∑
m∈D
sm
∣∣
a(j)
)
a,,a(j),D∪{}!.
Let a′
∣∣
j
:= a,,j,(j).
Lemma 2.6. (i) If p ∈ D, then a(j),pa,,j,D = a,,j,D\{p}j,p.
(ii) We have
a(j),a,,j,(j) = 
∑
m∈(j)
sm
∣∣
a(j)
a,,a(j),(a(j))\{m}!j,m.
(iii) If p ∈ D, then a,,j,Dj,p = a(j),pa,,j,D\{p}.
It follows from Lemma 2.6(i)–(ii) that a′
∣∣
j
deﬁned in Case (III) maps V ′j into V ′a(j).
Thus, Fi(V ) is a TBEk[Sn]-module, where a
∣∣
j
∈ E acts by a′
∣∣
j
.
Proposition 2.7. With the above action, Fi(V ) is a An,ri,-module.
It is clear from our construction that the assignment V → Fi(V ) is functorial.
3. Proofs of lemmas
Proof of Lemma 2.2.
(i)
	(j),	(p)	
∣∣
j
=
∑
∈X (D)
	(j),
	(p)(	())	()(	(p))	(p)
∣∣
t (	(j),	())	j,
=
∑
∈X (D)
	(j),
	(p)(	())	(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
= 	∣∣
j
j,p.
	(j),	(p)	
∣∣
j
=
∑
∈X (D)
	(j),	()	()(	(p))
∗
	(p)
∣∣
t (	(j),
	(p)(	())
	j,
p()
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=
∑
∈X (D)
	(j),	()	(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
j,
p()
= 	∣∣
j
j,p.
(ii)
j,pj,p =
∑
∈X (D)
j,
p()(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
j,
p()
=
∑
∈X (D\{p})
j,
(∑
a∈R
aa∗
)
p
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t (j ,)
j,
=
∑
∈X (D\{p})
j,
⎛⎝i +  ∑
m∈(j)\D
spm
⎞⎠ j,
= i + 
∑
m∈(j)\D
spm
∣∣
j
.
(iii)
j,pj,q =
∑
∈X (D)
j,
p()(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)(q)
∗
q
∣∣
t (j ,
q ()
j,
q ()
=
∑
∈X (D)
j,
p()(q)
∗
q
∣∣
t (j ,
p(
q ()))
(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,
q ())
j,
q ()
−
∑
{∈X (D)|(p)=(q)}
j,
p()spqj,
q ()
= j,qj,p − spq
∣∣
j
.
(iv)
j,pj,q =
∑
∈X (D)
j,
p(
q ())(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,
q ())
(q)q
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
=
∑
∈X (D)
j,
p(
q ())(q)q
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
= j,qj,p.
j,pj,q =
∑
∈X (D)
j,(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
(q)∗q
∣∣
t (j ,
q (
p()))
j,
q (
p())
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=
∑
∈X (D)
j,(q)
∗
q
∣∣
t (j ,
q ())
(p)∗p
∣∣
t (j ,
q (
p()))
j,
q (
p())
= j,qj,p. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4.
(i)
a(j),pa
∣∣
j,D
=
∑
∈X (D)
a(j),
p()(p)p
∣∣
t (a(j),)
a
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
=
∑
∈X (D)
a(j),
p()a
∣∣
t (a(j),
p())
(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
= a
∣∣
j,D\{p}j,p.
(ii)
a(j),pa
∣∣
j,D
=
∑
∈X (D∪{p})
a(j),(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (a(j),
p())
a
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
j,
p()
=
∑
∈X (D∪{p})
a(j),a
∣∣
t (j ,)(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
j,
p()
= a
∣∣
j,D∪{p}j,p. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5.
(i) ∑
r∈R
r,,j ,D !
!
r,,j ,D =
∑
r∈R
∑
∈X (D\{})
j,r,,D()j,r,,D()
=
∑
∈X (D)
j,j,
= 1.
(ii)
r∗ (j),p
!
r,,j ,D =
∑
∈X (D\{})
r∗ (j),
p()(p)p
∣∣
t (r∗ (j),)
j,r,,D()
=
∑
{∈X (D)|()=r}
r∗ (j),
p(
())(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
=
⎛⎝ ∑
{ε∈X (D\{p})|ε()=r}
r∗ (j),
(ε)j,ε
⎞⎠ j,p
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=
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X (D\{,p})
r∗ (j),j,r,,D\{p}()
⎞⎠ j,p
= !r,,j ,D\{p}j,p.
j,pr,,j ,D ! =
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X (D)
j,
p()(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
⎞⎠⎛⎝ ∑
∈X (D\{})
j,r,,D()r∗ (j),
⎞⎠
=
∑
∈X (D\{})
j,
p(r,,D())(p)p
∣∣
t (j ,r,,D())
r∗ (j),
=
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X (D\{,p})
j,r,,D\{p}()r∗ (j),
⎞⎠ r∗ (j),p
= r,,j ,D\{p}!r∗ (j),p
(iii)
r∗ (j),p
!
r,,j ,D =
∑
∈X (D∪{p}\{})
r∗ (j),(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (r∗ (j),
p())
j,r,,D(
p())
=
∑
{∈X (D∪{p})|()=r}
r∗ (j),
()(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (r∗ (j),
p(
()))
j,
p()
=
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X (D∪{p}\{})
r∗ (j),j,r,,D∪{p}()
⎞⎠ j,p
= !r,,j ,D∪{p}j,p.
j,pr,,j ,D ! =
∑
{∈X (D∪{p})|()=r}
j,(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (j ,
p())
r∗ (j),
p(
())
=
∑
∈X (D∪{p})\{}
j,r,,D∪{p}()(p)
∗
p
∣∣
t (r∗ (j),
p())
r∗ (j),
p()
= r,,j ,D∪{p}!r∗ (j),p. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6.
(i) Using Lemmas 2.2(iii), 2.2(iv), and 2.5(ii), we have
a(j),pa,,j,D =
(
−ia(j),p + a(j),a(j),a(j),p − sp
∣∣
a(j)
a(j),
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+ 
∑
m∈D
a(j),psm
∣∣
a(j)
)
a,,a(j),D∪{}!
= −ia,,a(j),D∪{}\{p}!j,p + a(j),a(j),a,,a(j),D∪{}\{p}!
×j,p
+
∑
m∈D\{p}
sm
∣∣
a(j)
a(j),pa,,a(j),D∪{}!
=
⎛⎝−i + a(j),a(j), +  ∑
m∈D\{p}
sm
∣∣
a(j)
⎞⎠ a,,a(j),D∪{}\{p}!
×j,p
= a,,j,D\{p}j,p.
(ii) Using Lemmas 2.2(ii) and 2.5(ii), we have
a(j),a,,j,(j) =
⎛⎝−ia(j), + ia(j), +  ∑
m∈(j)
sm
∣∣
a(j)
a(j),m
⎞⎠
×a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
= 
∑
m∈(j)
sm
∣∣
a(j)
a,,a(j),(j)∪{}\{m}!j,m.
(iii) Using Lemmas 2.5(iii) and 2.2(iii), we have
a,,j,Dj,p =
(
−i + a(j),a(j), + 
∑
m∈D
sm
∣∣
a(j)
)
a,,a(j),D∪{}!j,p
=
(
−i + a(j),a(j), + 
∑
m∈D
sm
∣∣
a(j)
)
a(j),pa,,a(j),D∪{}\{p}!
=
(
−ia(j),p + a(j),(a(j),pa(j), − sp|a(j))
+ 
∑
m∈D
sm
∣∣
a(j)
a(j),p
)
a,,a(j),D∪{}\{p}!
= a(j),pa,,j,D\{p}. 
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4. Proof of Proposition 2.7
To prove Proposition 2.7, we have to check that the relations in Deﬁnition 2.1 hold
for the maps a′
∣∣
j
.
First, we check the relations of type (i). Suppose we are given  ∈ [1, n] and
j = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ In. There are two cases.
Case 1, j = i: Then  ∈ (j). We have∑
a∈R
a′
∣∣
a∗ (j)
a∗′
∣∣
j
=
∑
a∈R
a,,a∗ (j),(j)\{}
!
a,,j,(j)
=
∑
a∈R
⎛⎝−i + j,j, +  ∑
m∈(j)\{}
sm
∣∣
j
⎞⎠ a,,j,(j)!!a,,j,(j)
= −i + j,j, + 
∑
m∈(j)\{}
sm
∣∣
j
(by Lemma 2.5(i))
= (ri)i + 
∑
m∈(j)\{}
sm
∣∣
j
(since j, vanishes on V ′j ).
Case 2, j = i: Then  /∈ (j). If a ∈ R and t (a) = j, then
a∗′
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
= !
a,,a(j),(j)∪{}a,,j,(j)
=
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X ((j))
j,a(j),a,,(j)∪{}()
⎞⎠
×
⎛⎝−i + a(j),a(j), +  ∑
m∈(j)
sm
∣∣
a(j)
⎞⎠
×
⎛⎝ ∑
ε∈X ((j))
a(j),a,,(j)∪{}(ε)j,ε
⎞⎠
= −i +
∑
∈X ((j))
j,(a
∗a)
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
+
∑
m∈(j)
∑
{∈X ((j))|(m)=a}
j,smj,.
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Hence,
∑
{a∈Q|h(a)=j}
a′
∣∣
a∗ (j)
a∗′
∣∣
j
−
∑
{a∈Q|t (a)=j}
a∗′
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
=
∑
∈X ((j))
j,
⎛⎝ ∑
{a∈Q|h(a)=j}
aa∗ −
∑
{a∈Q|t (a)=j}
a∗a
⎞⎠

∣∣∣∣∣∣
t (j ,)
j,
+i
⎛⎝ ∑
{a∈R|t (a)=j}
1
⎞⎠−  ∑
{a∈R|t (a)=j}
∑
m∈(j)
∑
{∈X ((j))|(m)=a}
j,smj,
=
∑
∈X ((j))
j,
⎛⎝j +  ∑
{m=|jm=j}
sm
∣∣
t (j ,) + 
∑
{m∈(j)|t ((m))=j}
sm
∣∣
t (j ,)
⎞⎠ j,
−(j , i )i − 
∑
{a∈R|t (a)=j}
∑
m∈(j)
∑
{∈X ((j))|(m)=a}
j,smj,
= (ri)j + 
∑
{m=|jm=j}
sm
∣∣
j
.
Next, we check the relations of type (ii). Suppose we are given ,m ∈ [1, n] ( = m),
a, b ∈ Q, and j = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ In, such that j = t (a), jm = t (b). There are six
cases.
Case 1, t (a), h(a), t (b), h(b) = i:
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
− b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
= a
∣∣
bm(j),(j)
bm
∣∣
j,(j) − bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)
a
∣∣
j,(j)
=
∑
∈X ((j))
a(bm(j)),
(
a
∣∣
t (bm(j),)
bm
∣∣
t (j ,) − bm
∣∣
t (a(j),)
a
∣∣
t (j ,)
)
j,
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
sm
∣∣
j
if b ∈ Q and a = b∗,
−sm
∣∣
j
if a ∈ Q and b = a∗,
0 else .
Case 2, t (a) = i and t (b), h(b) = i:
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
− b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
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= !
a∗,,bm(j),(j)bm
∣∣
j,(j) − bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)\{}
!
a∗,,j ,(j)
=
∑
∈X ((j)\{})
a(bm(j)),bm
∣∣
t (j ,a∗,,(j)())
j,a∗,,(j)()
−
∑
∈X ((j)\{})
bm(a(j)),bm
∣∣
t (a(j),)
j,a∗,,(j)()
= 0.
Case 3, h(a) = i and t (b), h(b) = i: We have
a,,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{}!bm
∣∣
j,(j) =
∑
∈X ((j)
a(bm(j)),a,,(j)∪{}bm
∣∣
t (j ,)j,
= bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)∪{}a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!.
By Lemma 2.4,
a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)),bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)∪{} = a(bm(j)),bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)
a(j),
= bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)∪{}a(j),a(j),.
Hence,
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
− b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
= a,,bm(j),(j)bm
∣∣
j,(j) − bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)∪{}a,,j,(j)
=
⎛⎝−i + a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)), +  ∑
p∈(j)
sp
∣∣
a(bm(j))
⎞⎠ a,,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{}!
×bm
∣∣
j,(j)
−bm
∣∣
a(j),(j)∪{}
⎛⎝−i + a(j),a(j), +  ∑
p∈(j)
sp
∣∣
a(j)
⎞⎠
×a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
= 0.
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Case 4, t (a) = t (b) = i:
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
= !
a∗,,bm(j),(j)\{m}
!
b∗,m,j,(j)
=
∑
∈X ((j)\{,m})
a(bm(j)),j,b∗,m,(j)(a∗,,(j)\{m}())
= !
b∗,m,a(j),(j)\{}
!
a∗,,j ,(j)
= b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
.
Case 5, h(a) = t (b) = i:
b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
= !
b∗,m,a(j),(j)∪{}a,,j,(j)
= !
b∗,m,a(j),(j)∪{}
⎛⎝−i + a(j),a(j), +  ∑
p∈(j)
sp
∣∣
a(j)
⎞⎠ a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
=
⎛⎝−i + a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)), +  ∑
p∈(j)\{m}
sp
∣∣
a(bm(j))
⎞⎠ !
b∗,m,a(j),(j)∪{}
×a,,a(j),(j)∪{}! + sm
∣∣
b(a(j))
!
b∗,,a(j),(j)∪{}a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
(using Lemma 2.5).
Now
!
b∗,m,a(j),(j)∪{}a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
=
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X ((j)∪{}\{m})
bm(a(j)),a(j),b∗,m,(j)∪{}()
⎞⎠⎛⎝ ∑
∈X ((j))
a(j),a,,(j)∪{}()
×j,
⎞⎠
=
∑
∈X ((j)\{m})
a(bm(j)),a,,(j)∪{}\{m}()j,b∗,m,(j)()
= a,,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{}\{m}!
!
b∗,m,j,(j),
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and
!
b∗,,a(j),(j)∪{}a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
=
⎛⎝ ∑
∈X ((j))
b(a(j)),a(j),b∗,,(j)∪{}()
⎞⎠⎛⎝ ∑
∈X ((j))
a(j),a,,(j)∪{}()j,
⎞⎠
=
{
0 if a = b∗,
1 if a = b∗.
Hence,
b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
=
{
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
if a = b∗,
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
+ sm
∣∣
j
if a = b∗.
Case 6, h(a) = h(b) = i:
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
= a,,bm(j),(j)∪{m}b,m,j,(j)
=
⎛⎝−i+a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)),+ ∑
p∈(j)∪{m}
sp
∣∣
a(bm(j))
⎞⎠ a,,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{,m}!
×
⎛⎝−i + bm(j),mbm(j),m +  ∑
q∈(j)
sqm
∣∣
bm(j)
⎞⎠ b,m,bm(j),(j)∪{m}!
=
⎛⎝−i + a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)), +  ∑
p∈(j)∪{m}
sp
∣∣
a(bm(j))
⎞⎠
×
⎛⎝−i + a(bm(j)),ma(bm(j)),m +  ∑
q∈(j)
sqm
∣∣
a(bm(j))
⎞⎠
×a,,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{,m}!b,m,bm(j),(j)∪{m}! (using Lemma 2.5).
Now
a,,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{,m}!b,m,bm(j),(j)∪{m}!
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=
∑
∈X ((j))
a(bm(j)),a,,(j)∪{,m}(b,m,(j)∪{m}())j,
= b,m,a(bm(j)),(j)∪{,m}!a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
Using Lemma 2.2, we have(
a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)), + sm
∣∣
a(bm(j))
)
a(bm(j)),ma(bm(j)),m
= a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)),ma(bm(j)),a(bm(j)),m
= (a(bm(j)),ma(bm(j)),m + sm∣∣a(bm(j)))a(bm(j)),a(bm(j)),.
Moreover,∑
p∈(j)∪{m}
sp
∑
q∈(j)
sqm =
∑
p, q ∈(j)
p = q
spsqm +
∑
q∈(j)
sqsqm +
∑
q∈(j)
smsqm
=
∑
p, q ∈(j)
p = q
sqmsp +
∑
q∈(j)
smsq +
∑
q∈(j)
sqmsq
=
∑
p∈(j)∪{}
spm
∑
q∈(j)
sq.
Hence,
a′
∣∣
bm(j)
b′m
∣∣
j
= b′m
∣∣
a(j)
a′
∣∣
j
.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.7.
5. Properties of the reﬂection functors
5.1. Let i be a vertex of Q such that there is no edge-loop at i. Deﬁne i to be the set
of all (, ) ∈ B×k such that i ±∑rm=2 s1m are invertible in k[Sr ] for all r ∈ [1, n].
Theorem 5.1. If (, ) ∈ i , then the functor
Fi :An,,-mod −→ An,ri,-mod
is an equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse functor Fi .
Proof. Let V ∈An,,-mod and V ′ = Fi(V ) ∈An,ri,-mod. Let j ∈ In.
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By Lemma 2.2(ii), for any p ∈ (j), the composition
V (j,(j) \ {p})
j,p
 V (j,(j))
j,p
 V (j,(j) \ {p})
is equal to i . Since i is invertible, we have a direct sum decomposition
V (j,(j)) = Kerj,pImj,p.
Now V ′(j ,(j)) = V (j,(j)), and
V ′(j ,(j) \ {p}) =
⊕
∈X ((j)\{p})
V ′t (j ,) ⊂
⊕
∈X ((j)\{p})
(⊕
r∈R
Vt(j,r,p,(j)())
)
= V (j,(j)).
Observe that the kernel of the map
−i + j,pj,p : V (j,(j))−→V (j,(j))
is Imj,p ⊂ V (j,(j)). Hence,
Fi(Fi(V ))j = Fi(V ′)j =
{ ⋂
p∈(j)Im(j,p) if (j) = ∅,
Vj if (j) = ∅.
Suppose (j) = {p1, . . . , pr}. We have a canonical map
j,p1 · · · j,pr : Vj−→V (j,(j)).
By Lemma 2.2(iv), this map does not depend on the ordering of p1, . . . , pr , and
its image lies in
⋂
p∈(j) Im(j,p). We claim that it is an isomorphism from Vj to⋂
p∈(j) Im(j,p). By Lemma 2.2(ii), each j,p is injective. Hence, we have to show
that
⋂
p∈(j) Im(j,p) ⊂ Im(j,p1 · · · j,pr ).
It sufﬁces to prove that, for h ∈ [2, r], we have
Im(j,p1 · · · j,ph−1) ∩ Im(j,ph) ⊂ Im(j,p1 · · · j,ph) ⊂ V (j,(j)).
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Suppose that j,p1 · · · j,ph−1(v) = j,ph(w). Then, by Lemma 2.2,
iw = j,phj,ph(w) = j,phj,p1 · · · j,ph−1(v)
= j,p1 · · · j,ph−1j,ph(v) − 
h−1∑
g=1
spgphj,p1 · · · j,pg−1j,pg+1 · · · j,ph−1(v).
Hence,
ij,ph(w) = j,p1 · · · j,phj,ph(v) − 
h−1∑
g=1
spgphj,p1 · · · j,pg · · · j,ph−1(v)
= j,p1 · · · j,phj,ph(v) − 
h−1∑
g=1
spgphj,ph(w).
It follows that
j,ph(w) =
⎛⎝i +  h−1∑
g=1
spgph
⎞⎠−1 j,p1 · · · j,phj,ph(v) ∈ Im(j,p1 · · · j,ph).
It remains to show that our map V → Fi(Fi(V )) commutes with the actions. Let
a
∣∣
j
∈ E, with t (a) = j. Let (j) = {p1, . . . , pr}.
If h(a), t (a) = i, then by Lemma 2.4(ii),
a
∣∣
j,(j)j,p1 · · · j,pr = a(j),p1 · · · a(j),pr a
∣∣
j
.
If t (a) = i, let pr = . Then by Lemma 2.5(iii),
!
a∗,,j ,(j)j,p1 · · · j,pr = a(j),p1 · · · a(j),pr−1!a∗,,j ,{}j,pr
= a(j),p1 · · · a(j),pr−1a
∣∣
j
.
If h(a) = i, then the map (FiFiV )j → (FiFiV )a(j) is⎛⎝i + (− i + a(j),a(j),)+  ∑
m∈(j)
sm
∣∣
a(j)
⎞⎠ a,,a(j),(j)∪{}!
= ia,,a(j),D∪{}! + a,,j,D.
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By Lemmas 2.5(iii) and 2.6(iii), we have(
ia,,a(j),(j)∪{}! + a,,j,(j)
)
j,p1 · · · j,pr
= a(j),p1 · · · a(j),pr
(
ia,,a(j),{}! + a,,j,∅
)
= a(j),p1 · · · a(j),pra(j),a(j),a,,a(j),{}!
= a(j),p1 · · · a(j),pra(j),a
∣∣
j
. 
It is easy to see that the functor Fi :An,,-mod → An,ri,-mod is left exact.
Corollary 5.2. Suppose (, ) ∈ i . Then the functor Fi : An,,-mod → An,ri,
-mod is exact.
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, Fi has a quasi-inverse functor. Since Fi is left exact, it must
also be right exact by [We, Theorem 5.8.3]. 
Let k′ be a commutative k-algebra. The following corollary will be used later in the
proof of Proposition 5.15.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose (, ) ∈ i . Let V be any An,,-module. Then Fi(V )⊗kk′ =
Fi(V⊗kk′).
Proof. There is a natural map f : Fi(V )⊗kk′ → Fi(V⊗kk′). We have
(Fi(FiV ))⊗kk′−→Fi((FiV )⊗kk′)−→Fi(Fi(V⊗kk′)).
By Theorem 5.1, the composition of these two maps is the identity map of V⊗kk′.
The injectivity of the ﬁrst map for any V implies that f is injective. The surjectivity of
the second map and the exactness of Fi imply that f is surjective. 
Remark 5.4. Let g be an automorphism of the graph Q. Then g acts on B by (g)j =
g−1(j) for any j, and g(ri) = rg(i)(g). It was pointed out to the author by Iain
Gordon that g induces an isomorphism of algebras An,, → An,g,. Observe that
the following diagram commutes:
An,g,-mod 
Fg(i)

An,,-mod
Fi

An,rg(i)(g),-mod  An,ri,-mod
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5.2. In this subsection, we recall the deﬁnitions of a commutative cube and its associ-
ated complex; see [Kh, §3] for a more detailed discussion.
Let  be a ﬁnite set. For any J ⊂ , we let ZJ be the Z-module freely generated
by the elements of J, and write det(J ) for det(ZJ ). If p ∈  \ J , then we deﬁne an
isomorphism
 : det(J )−→ det(J ∪ {p}), x → x ∧ p.
Let Z be the category of modules over a ring.
Deﬁnition 5.5. A commutative -cube (Z,) (over Z) consists of data:
• an object Z(J ) ∈ Ob(Z) for each J ⊂ ;
• a morphism J,p : Z(J ) → Z(J ∪ {p}) for each J ⊂  and p ∈  \ J .
These data are required to satisfy the following conditions: for each J ⊂  and p, q ∈
 \ J where p = q, we have J∪{p},qJ,p = J∪{q},pJ,q .
Let (Z,) be a commutative -cube. We shall construct a complex C•(Z) in the
category Z. For each integer r, let
Cr (Z) :=
⊕
J ⊂
|J | = r
Z(J )⊗Z det(J ).
Deﬁne the map
d : Cr (Z) → Cr+1(Z), d :=
∑
J ⊂
|J | = r
∑
p∈\J
J,p⊗.
It is easy to check that d2 = 0, so that (C•(Z), d) is a complex.
Let q ∈ , and let q :=  \ {q}. Deﬁne
Z0(J ) := Z(J ), Z1(J ) := Z(J ∪ {q}) for all J ⊂ q .
Then both (Z0,) and (Z1,) are commutative q -cubes. Let
f : C•(Z0)−→C•(Z1), f :=
∑
J⊂q
J,q⊗Id.
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The map f is a morphism of complexes. We note that the complex C•(Z) is the cone
of the morphism f [−1], and we have a short exact sequence
0−→C•(Z1)[−1]−→C•(Z)−→C•(Z0)−→0. (5.6)
Example 5.7. Let Z′ be an object of Z, and let 1, . . . ,m be a set of commuting
endomorphisms of Z′. Let  := [1,m]. For each J ⊂ , deﬁne
Z(J ) :=
{
Im(q1 · · ·qr ) if J = {q1, . . . , qr},
Z′ if J = ∅.
If J ⊂  and p ∈  \ J , then deﬁne J,p : Z(J ) → Z(J ∪ {p}) to be the restriction
of the morphism p to Z(J ). It is clear that (Z,) is a commutative -cube.
Claim. If 1, . . . ,m are idempotents, then Hr(C•(Z)) = 0 for all r > 0.
Proof of Claim. This is clear if m = 1. We shall prove the claim by induction on m.
Let q = 1. We have the commutative q -cubes (Z0,) and (Z1,). By (5.6), we
have the long exact sequence
0−→H 0(C•(Z))−→H 0(C•(Z0)) 1−→ H 0(C•(Z1))−→H 1(C•(Z))
−→H 1(C•(Z0))−→H 1(C•(Z1))−→H 2(C•(Z))−→H 2(C•(Z0))−→· · · .
By the induction hypothesis, we have Hr(C•(Z0)) = Hr(C•(Z1)) = 0 for all r > 0.
Hence, Hr(C•(Z)) = 0 for all r > 1, and H 1(C•(Z)) is isomorphic to the cokernel
of 1 : H 0(C•(Z0)) → H 0(C•(Z1)). Suppose z ∈ H 0(C•(Z1)). Then z ∈ Im(1)
implies 1(z) = z; and z ∈ Ker(p) for all p > 1 implies z ∈ H 0(C•(Z0)). Therefore,
H 1(C•(Z)) = 0. 
5.3. Let V be a An,,-module. For each j ∈ In, deﬁne
Zj (J ) := V (j,(j) \ J ) and J,p := j,p for J ⊂ (j), p ∈ (j) \ J.
By Lemma 2.2(iv), (Zj ,) is a commutative (j)-cube (over the category of B-
modules). Deﬁne the complex of Bk[Sn]-modules
C•(V ) :=
⊕
j∈In
C•(Zj ).
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Thus,
Cr (V ) =
⊕
j∈In
⊕
D ⊂(j)
|D| = |(j)| − r
V (j,D)⊗Z det((j) \ D), r = 0, . . . , n.
We remark that Sn acts diagonally. Observe that
Fi(V ) = H 0(C•(V )). (5.8)
We have the following results when  = 0.
Proposition 5.9. Let  ∈ B and assume i is invertible in k. Let V be a An,,0-module.
Then Hr(C•(V )) = 0 for all r > 0.
Proof. Fix j ∈ In. Let Z′ = V (j,(j)). For each p ∈ (j), deﬁne an endomorphism
p of Z′ by p = −1i j,pj,p. Suppose D = (j) \ {q1, . . . , qr} and p ∈ D. Then
by Lemma 2.2, the following diagram commutes:
V (j,D)
−ri j,q1 ···j,qr

j,p

Im(q1 · · ·qr )
p

V (j,D \ {p})
−(r+1)i j,pj,q1 ···j,qr
 Im(pq1 · · ·qr )
Moreover, the horizontal maps in the above diagram are isomorphisms. Hence, the
proposition is immediate from the claim in Example 5.7. 
The Grothendieck group of an abelian category Z is an abelian group with generators
[Z], for all objects Z of Z, and deﬁning relations [Z] = [Z′]+ [Z′′] for all short exact
sequences 0 → Z′ → Z → Z′′ → 0.
Corollary 5.10. Let  ∈ B and assume i is invertible in k. Let V be a An,,0-module.
Then in the Grothendieck group of the category of Bk[Sn]-modules, we have
Fi(V ) =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⊕
j∈In
⊕
D ⊂(j)
|D| = |(j)| − r
V (j,D)⊗Z det((j) \ D)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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Proof. This follows from (5.8) and Proposition 5.9 by the Euler–Poincaré principle.

The author does not know what happens if  = 0; but see Proposition 5.15.
We conjecture that in general Hr(C•(V )) are the right derived functors of Fi . One
can also similarly deﬁne a complex using the maps j,p instead of j,p.
5.4. In this subsection, we let k := C. We shall determine the set i .
First, we recall some standard results on the representation theory of symmetric
groups; see [EM, §2.2] and [M1, §2.4]. For a Young diagram  corresponding to a
partition of n, we write  for the associated irreducible representation of Sn. For a
cell j in , we let c(j) be the signed distance from j to the diagonal. The content c()
of  is the sum of c(j) over all cells j in .
Denote by Sn−1 the subgroup of Sn which ﬁxes 1. It is known that 
∣∣
Sn−1 =
⊕
−j ,
where the direct sum is taken over all corners j of , and − j is the Young diagram
obtained from  be removing the corner j.
Lemma 5.11. Let C = s12 + s13 + · · · + s1n.
(i) The element C acts on −j by the scalar c(j), for each corner j of the Young
diagram .
(ii) The element C acts as a scalar on  if and only if  is a rectangle. If the
rectangle has height a and width b, then the scalar is b − a.
We omit the proof of the lemma, which can be found in [EM, §2.2] and [M1, §2.4].
Proposition 5.12. We have
i = {(, ) ∈ B × C | i ± p = 0 for p = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1}.
Proof. Let r ∈ [1, n]. The element i +∑rm=2 s1m is invertible in C[Sr ] if and only if
its eigenvalues on the irreducible representations of Sr are nonzero. By Lemma 5.11(i),
the eigenvalues are the numbers i + c(j), where j is a corner in a Young diagram.
The numbers c(j) which occur are 0,±1, . . . ,±(n − 1). 
5.5. In this subsection, we let k := C[[U ]], where U is a ﬁnite dimensional vector
space over C. Let m be the unique maximal ideal of k. If V is a k-module, we write V
for V/mV . A An,,-module V is a ﬂat formal deformation of a An,,-module V0 if
VV0[[U ]] as k-modules, and there is a given isomorphism VV0 of An,,-modules.
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For any k-module V, its m-ﬁltration is the decreasing ﬁltration V ⊃ mV ⊃ m2V ⊃
· · · . We deﬁne
GrmV :=
∞∏
h=0
mhV
mh+1V
.
Let us also introduce the following notations. We shall write k˜ for C[U ], B˜ for
i∈I k˜, and E˜ for the free k˜-module with basis the set of edges {a ∈ Q}. Furthermore,
let
B˜ := B˜⊗n, E˜ :=
⊕
1n
B˜⊗(−1) ⊗ E˜ ⊗ B˜⊗(n−).
For any  ∈ B˜ and  ∈ C[U ], we write A˜n,, for the B˜-algebra deﬁned as the quotient
of TB˜E˜k˜[Sn] by the relations (i) and (ii) in Deﬁnition 2.1.
Lemma 5.13. Let Q be a connected quiver without edge-loop, such that Q is not a
ﬁnite Dynkin quiver. Assume  ∈ B˜ and  ∈ C[U ]. Then GrmAn,,An,,[[U ]] as
algebras over k.
Proof. The algebra An,, has an increasing ﬁltration deﬁned by setting elements of
Bk[Sn] to be of degree 0, and elements of E to be of degree 1. Similarly, A˜n,,
and An,, have increasing ﬁltrations.
Let S′ be a basis for E, and let S be a set of words in the elements of S′ such
that S is a basis for An,0,0 over BC[Sn]. It was proved in [GG, Theorem 2.2.1]
(see also [GG, Remark 2.2.6]) that, for any 0 ∈ B and 0 ∈ C, the natural map
An,0,0 → grAn,0,0 is an isomorphism of graded algebras. Hence, S is a basis for
An,0,0 over BC[Sn].
We have the natural epimorphism
An,0,0⊗CC[U ] = A˜n,0,0−→grA˜n,,.
Thus, S spans A˜n,, as a module over B˜k˜[Sn]. If there is a linear relation over
B˜k˜[Sn] among elements of S in A˜n,,, then by evaluation at some point of U,
we obtain a linear relation over BC[Sn], a contradiction. Hence, S is a basis for
A˜n,, over B˜k˜[Sn]. It follows that S is a basis for An,, = A˜n,,⊗C[U ]k over
Bk[Sn]. Therefore, An,,An,,[[U ]] as k-modules, and GrmAn,,An,,[[U ]]
as algebras. 
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Proposition 5.14. Let Q and ,  be as in Lemma 5.13. Let i ∈ I and suppose (, ) ∈
i . Let the An,,-module V be a ﬂat formal deformation of a An,,-module V0. Then
Fi(V ) is a ﬂat formal deformation of Fi(V0).
Proof. Observe that GrmV = V0[[U ]] as An,,[[U ]]-modules. We have
Grm(Fi(V )) ⊂ Fi(GrmV ).
By Theorem 5.1,
GrmV = Grm(FiFiV ) ⊂ Fi(Grm(FiV )) ⊂ Fi(Fi(GrmV )) = GrmV.
Hence, Grm(Fi(V )) = Fi(GrmV ) = (FiV0)[[U ]] as An,ri,[[U ]]-modules, which im-
plies Fi(V )(FiV0)[[U ]] as k-modules, and Fi(V ) = Fi(V0) as An,ri,-
modules. 
5.6. In this subsection, we let k := C[U ], the ring of regular functions on a connected
smooth afﬁne variety U. For any point u ∈ U , we denote by mu the maximal ideal
of functions vanishing at u, and if V is a k-module, then let V u := V/muV . We shall
write B for Bu.
Proposition 5.15. Assume Q is a connected quiver without edge-loop, such that Q is
not a ﬁnite Dynkin quiver. Let i ∈ I and (, ) ∈ i . Let V be a An,,-module, ﬁnitely
generated over k. Suppose V is a ﬂat k-module. Then we have the following.
(i) Fi(V ) is a ﬂat k-module.
(ii) If  vanishes at a point o ∈ U , then for any point u ∈ U , we have
Fi(V
u) =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⊕
j∈In
⊕
D ⊂(j)
|D| = |(j)| − r
V u(j,D)⊗Z det((j) \ D)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
in the Grothendieck group of the category of BC[Sn]-modules.
Proof. (i) By Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 5.14, Fi(V ) is locally ﬂat at all the points
of U. Hence, it is ﬂat over U.
(ii) Since V and Fi(V ) are ﬂat over U, we have isomorphisms of BC[Sn]-modules:
V oV u and Fi(V )oFi(V )u. Hence, the required formula follows from Corollaries
5.3 and 5.10. 
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6. Symplectic reﬂection algebras for wreath products
6.1. Let L be a 2-dimensional complex vector space, and L a nondegenerate sym-
plectic form on L. Let  be a ﬁnite subgroup of Sp(L), and let n := Snn. Let
L := Ln. For any  ∈ [1, n] and  ∈ , we will write  ∈ n for  placed in the
th factor . Similarly, for any u ∈ L, we will write u ∈ L for u placed in the th
factor L. Fix a symplectic basis {x, y} for L.
Let t, k ∈ C. Denote by Z the center of the group algebra C[]. Let
c =
∑
∈\{1}
c ·  ∈ Z where c ∈ C.
The symplectic reﬂection algebra Ht,k,c(n), introduced in [EG], is the quotient of
TLC[n] by the following relations:
[x, y] = t · 1 + k2
∑
m=
∑
∈
sm
−1
m +
∑
∈\{1}
c, ∀ ∈ [1, n],
[u, vm] = −k2
∑
∈
L(u, v)sm
−1
m , ∀u, v ∈ L, ,m ∈ [1, n],  = m.
Let Ni be the irreducible representation of  corresponding to the vertex i ∈ I of
Q (where Q is associated to  by the McKay correspondence) and let fi ∈ EndNi be
a primitive idempotent. We have C = ⊕i∈I EndNi . Let f := ∑i∈I fi ∈ C. The
element f⊗n is an idempotent in C[n] = (C)⊗n. It was proved in [GG, Theorem
3.5.2] that the algebra f⊗nHt,k,c(n)f⊗n is isomorphic to the algebra An,, for the
quiver Q. In particular, Ht,k,c(n) is Morita equivalent to An,,. The parameter i is
the trace of t · 1 + c on Ni , and the parameter  is k||2 . We shall reformulate and
prove the main results of [EM,M1,M2] in terms of the algebra An,, via this Morita
equivalence. We believe the results are more transparent in our reformulation.
6.2. In this subsection, we let k := C[[U ]], where U is a ﬁnite dimensional vector
space over C. Let m be the unique maximal ideal of k. Recall that if V is a k-module,
we write V for V/mV .
If V = ⊕i∈I Vi is an I-graded complex vector space, then its dimension vector is
the element (dim Vi)i∈I ∈ ZI . Let Ni be the complex vector space with dimension
vector i .
Let n = (n1, · · · , nr) be a partition of n. Let X = X1⊗ · · ·⊗Xr be a simple module
of Sn := Sn1 × · · · × Snr ⊂ Sn. Let {i1, . . . , ir} be a set of r distinct vertices of Q,
and let N =N⊗n1i1 ⊗ · · ·⊗N⊗nrir . Then X⊗N is a simple module of BC[Sn]. We
write X⊗N ↑ for the induced module IndBC[Sn]
BC[Sn](X⊗N) of BC[Sn]. It is known
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that any simple BC[Sn]-module is of the form X⊗N ↑ (see [Mac, paragraph after
(A.5)]). We have
X⊗N ↑=
⊕
	
	(X⊗N),
where 	 runs over a set of left coset representatives of Sn in Sn.
The following lemma is equivalent to [M1, Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 6.1. Assume Q has no edge-loop. Let the An,,-module V be a ﬂat formal
deformation of the An,,-module V . If V is simple as a BC[Sn]-module, then all
elements of E must act by 0 on V.
Proof. Since the algebra BC[Sn] is semisimple, V must be of the form (X⊗N ↑)
[[U ]] (as Bk[Sn]-modules). Let (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ In and 	 ∈ Sn. If jm = j	(m) for all
m = , then j = j	(). It follows that since Q has no edge-loop, E must act by 0 on
N, hence E acts by 0 on V. 
The next result is equivalent to [M1, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 6.2. Assume Q has no edge-loop and  = 0. The Bk[Sn]-module (X⊗N↑)
[[U ]] extends to a An,,-module if and only if the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) For all  ∈ [1, r], the simple module X of Sn has rectangular Young diagram, of
size a × b.
(ii) No two vertices in {i1, . . . , ir} are joined by an edge in Q.
(iii) For all  ∈ [1, r], one has i = (a − b).
Proof. Suppose (X⊗N ↑)[[U ]] extends to a An,,-module. By Lemma 6.1, the ele-
ments of E must act by 0. Hence, by Lemma 5.11(ii) and the relations of type (i) in
Deﬁnition 2.1, the Young diagram of each X must be a rectangle, of size a × b say,
and i = (a − b). By the relations of type (ii) in Deﬁnition 2.1, no two vertices in{i1, . . . , ir} can be joined by an edge in Q.
Conversely, suppose the conditions are satisﬁed. Then it is clear (using Lemma
5.11(ii) again) that if we let the elements of E act by 0, the relations in Deﬁnition 2.1
hold. 
From now on, we assume that Q is an afﬁne Dynkin quiver of type ADE, but not
of type A0. Let  = (i )i∈I ∈ ZI be the minimal positive imaginary root of Q. We
have i = dimNi .
Let 0 ∈ B, and assume 0 ·  = 0. We shall write 0 for 0 , and An,0,0 for
An,0,0.
Let 0 be the set of dimension vectors of ﬁnite dimensional simple 0 -modules.
By [CBH, Lemma 7.2] and [CBH, Theorem 7.4], there exists an element + ∈ B and
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an element w ∈ W such that:
• w is an element of minimal length with w(0) = +;
• w0 = {i | +i = 0}.
By the minimality of its length, we can write w = sjh · · · sj1 for some j1, . . . , jh ∈ I ,
such that
(
rjg · · · rj1(0)
)
jg
= 0 for all g ∈ [1, n]. Let Fw be the composition of
functors Fjh · · ·Fj1 , and Fw−1 be the composition of functors Fj1 · · ·Fjh .
Let Y1, . . . , Yr be a collection of pairwise non-isomorphic ﬁnite dimensional simple
modules of 0 , and let Y = Y⊗n11 ⊗ · · ·⊗Y⊗nrr . Then X⊗Y is a simple module of
⊗n0 C[Sn]. We write X⊗Y ↑ for the induced module Ind
⊗n0 C[Sn]
⊗n0 C[Sn]
(X⊗Y ) ofAn,0,0.
By [Mac, paragraph after (A.5)], it is known that any ﬁnite dimensional simple An,0,0-
module is of the form X⊗Y ↑.
The following theorem and its proof was explained to the author by Pavel Etingof.
Theorem 6.3. Let  ∈ B. Assume that i ∈ U for all i ∈ I , and 0 =  ∈ U . The
An,0,0-module X⊗Y ↑ has a ﬂat formal deformation to a An,0+,-module if and
only if the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) For all  ∈ [1, r], the simple module X of Sn has rectangular Young diagram, of
size a × b.
(ii) We have Ext10 (Y, Ym) = 0 for any  = m.(iii) For all  ∈ [1, r], one has  ·  = (a − b), where  is the dimension vector of
Y.
The deformation is unique when it exists.
Proof. Let +, w, Fw, and Fw−1 be as deﬁned above. We claim that
(
rjg · · · rj1(0 +
), 
) ∈ jg for g = 1, . . . , h. To see this, it is enough to show that (rjg · · · rj1(0 +
)
)
jg
+ C has an inverse in k[SN ], for any given C ∈ k[SN ]. This is equivalent to
solving a system of N ! linear equations in N ! variables, whose associated matrix is
of the form
(
rjg · · · rj1(0 + )
)
jg
IdN ! + M for some matrix M. Since  and  are 0
modulo m, the determinant of this matrix is nonzero modulo m, and so it is invertible
in k. Hence, the matrix is invertible. This proved our claim.
Now deﬁne i ∈ I by i = w(). We have 0 · = + ·i = 0. By [CBH, Theorem
5.1], we have Fw(X⊗Y ↑) = X⊗N ↑.
Suppose the conditions in the theorem are satisﬁed. Then by Theorem 6.2, the
Bk[Sn]-module M := (X⊗N ↑)[[U ]] is a An,++w(),-module (where elements
of E act by 0). Hence, by Proposition 5.14, the An,0+,-module Fw−1(M) is a ﬂat
formal deformation of X⊗Y ↑.
Conversely, suppose a An,0+,-module V is a ﬂat formal deformation of X⊗Y ↑.
Then by Proposition 5.14, the An,++w(),-module Fw(V ) is a ﬂat formal deformation
of X⊗N ↑. We have Fw(V ) = (X⊗N ↑)[[U ]] as Bk[Sn]-modules. It follows
from Theorem 6.2 that the conditions in the theorem must hold. Moreover, by Lemma
6.1, the elements of E must act by 0 on Fw(V ), so Fw(V ) is the unique ﬂat formal
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deformation of X⊗N ↑. This implies that V is the unique ﬂat formal deformation of
X⊗Y ↑. 
The sufﬁciency of the conditions in Theorem 6.3 was ﬁrst proved in [M2, Theorem
1.3(i)]; in the special case where the partition is n = (n), it was ﬁrst proved in [EM,
Theorem 3.1(i)].
6.3. Let 0, +, w, Fw−1 , j1, . . . , jh, and X⊗Y ↑ be as deﬁned in the previous sub-
section. In particular, 0 ·  = 0. Assume that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.3
hold.
Let U be a ﬁnite dimensional complex vector space. Let  and  be regular functions
on U such that condition (iii) of Theorem 6.3 hold. Moreover, assume there is a point
o ∈ U such that  specializes to 0 at o, and  vanishes at o.
Deﬁne i ∈ I by i = w(), and let X⊗N ↑ be as deﬁned in the previous
subsection. We have +i = 0 ·  = 0.
Let U ′ be the Zariski open subset of U deﬁned by
(
rjg · · · rj1()
)
jg
±p = 0 for all
g ∈ [1, n] and p = 0, . . . , n − 1. Since o ∈ U ′, the set U ′ is nonempty.
Let k := C[U ′] be the ring of regular functions on U ′. For any point u ∈ U ′, let
mu denote the maximal ideal of k consisting of functions vanishing at u. If V is a
k-module, we write V u for V/muV . We write B for Bu.
The proof of the following theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.4. There exists a An,,-module V such that:
(i) V o = X⊗Y ↑ as An,0,0-modules, and V is ﬂat over U ′.
(ii) For any point u ∈ U ′, V u is a ﬁnite dimension simple Au
n,,-module, isomorphic
to X⊗Y ↑ as a BC[Sn]-module.
Proof. Let the elements of E act by 0 on the Bk[Sn]-module (X⊗N ↑)⊗Ck. It
follows from Lemma 5.11(ii) that (X⊗N ↑)⊗Ck is a An,w(),-module.
By Proposition 5.12, we have
(
rjg · · · rj1(), 
) ∈ jg for g = 1, . . . , h. Let V be the
An,,-module Fw−1
(
(X⊗N ↑)⊗Ck
)
. By Corollary 5.3, we have V o = X⊗Y ↑.
Moreover, by Theorem 5.1, V u is a simple Au
n,,-module for any u ∈ U ′. By
Proposition 5.15(i), V is ﬂat over U ′. Hence, V u is isomorphic to V o as BC[Sn]-
modules. 
We remark that the set U ′ was not speciﬁed precisely in [EM, Theorem 3.1(iii)] and
[M2, Theorem 1.3(iii)].
Let us also mention that there may exists ﬁnite dimensional simple modules of
Ht,k,c(n) (for complex parameters) which cannot be deformed to a ﬂat family as k
varies; see [Ch, §4] where this happens.
The assumption that 0 ·  = 0 is equivalent to the condition that t = 0 for the
symplectic reﬂection algebra Ht,k,c(n). When t = 0, the representation theory of the
symplectic reﬂection algebra is remarkably different; see [CBH,EG,GS].
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